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THREE NEW TOURS ADDED FOR 2019

RAIL AND NATURAL WONDERS OF ALASKA
JULY 18-30, 2019

HIDDEN COLOMBIA BY RAIL
SEPTEMBER 2-14, 2019

WONDERS OF SIR LANKA BY RAIL II
NOVEMBER 17-DECEMBER 1, 2019
TWO VERY POPULAR TOURS ALMOST SOLD-OUT

Our popular “Switzerland Rail Tunnels and Mountain Passes” and the “Western States Trains & Treasures Rail and National Park Adventure” both only have two spaces left before being sold-out. If you are considering either one of these tours we suggest you place your reservation soon.

For 2020 we will be changing the itinerary on the Switzerland tour and we will NOT be repeating the Western States tour. If you like the day by day itinerary on either one of these tours then this will be your last opportunity to go on the tours.

UPDATE ON 2019 AVAILABLE SPACE

HIDDEN TAIWAN STEAM PLUS SOUTH KOREA..........................SOLD OUT
RAIL WONDERS OF SICILY............................................PLENTY OF SPACE
THE STARS OF SANDSTONE FESTIVAL..............................LIMITED SPACE
SWITZERLAND RAIL TUNNELS & MOUNTAIN PASSES.... TWO SPACES
SOUTHERN FRANCE AND THE PYRENEES............... PLenty OF SPACE
CLASSIC MONTENEGRO AND SERBIA.............................LIMITED SPACE
WESTERN STATES TRAINS & TREASURES......................THREE SPACES
WONDERS OF SRI LANKA BY RAIL...............................PLENTY OF SPACE
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